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nobility with the clergy, be landlords or overbalance
the people to the like proportion . . . the empire is
mixed monarchy. . . . And, if the whole people be
landlords, or hold the lands so divided among them
that no one man or number of men, within the compass
of the few or aristocracy, overbalance them, the empire
(without the interposition of force) is a commonwealth/
And again, e To begin with riches, in regard that men
are hung upon these, not of choice as upon the other,
but of necessity and by the teeth : forasmuch as he
who wants bread is his servant that will feed him, if a
man thus feeds a whole people, they are under his
empire/ (Both extracts are from the first chapter of
Qceana.) Harrington is thus one of the Early Fathers
of the economic theory of history and of the economic
interpretation of political structure. His work is written
in a tedious style, but it is of considerable importance to
all who interpret political theory widely, and refuse to
be cabined and confined in the office of the lawyer.
It must not be for a moment supposed that Win-
Stanley would have owned up to any community
of philosophy with Harrington, or that Harrington
would have acknowledged Winstanley or Lilburne as
his fellows. But they are bound together by one
most powerful link. They realized the broad scope of
political theory and regarded society both from an
organic and an ethical point of view. As far as Royal
Prerogative was concerned they had none of them
any sympathy with autocracy; but they viewed the
legal problem as of trifling importance compared with
that of society's general organization. They stood,
however, in a minority: the nation would not be
bothered either -with dreaming Diggers or scheming
Utopians. The Rota Club, founded to discuss Harring-
ton's theories, had a sparkling but a brief career, and

